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Consejeria de Education Junta de Castilla y Leon (Spain)

Online game - single player - narrative game / minigame

Secondary school students
Teachers with some pupil with Asperger syndrome
Spanish for the complete experience.
Soon available in English and French
Personal relations
Communication/Multi-lingualism
Help each other
Ethics
Empathy
Education
Accept difference/respect and tolerance
Gratitude
Citizenship
Perspective taking
Be empathetic,
Identify social cues
Set goals and plans
Problem solving
Ask for help
Help the other
 Direct: acquire knowledge about people with ASD (Autism Spectrum
Disorders),
 Indirect: Develop empathy, predictability of behaviour actions.
 Inter and cross–disciplinary: citizenship and emotional education
 Psychological, sociological, prosocial: develop new problem solving
strategies; Learn appropiate ways of how to ask for help
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Description of the
games

Equipment Needed

Description of The
Activity

Timing

http://psv.europole.org/

The Journey of Elisa is a videogame that can help you understand
better the traits and necessities of people with autism and, in
particular, with Asperger Syndrome. As a player, you will go through
various minigames, experience an epic sci-fi background story and
overcome the challenges that Elisa must face. The game comes with
learning units which may serve as support for teachers who want to do
activities in class, as well as general information to understand
Asperger's better.
Elisa is a teenager from planet Lionov, light years away from ours.
Thanks to her telepathic powers and an incredible invention called The
Aurora Odyssey, she is able to project her mind and materialise in
other places within the galaxy. In her search for help to free her planet
from the tyranny brought by the Grey Shadows, despicable beings that
rule over her planet, she finds on the Earth a person with Asperger
Syndrome that will help her save her world.
Computer with the latest versions for Chrome (64 bit version) and
Firefox are recommended to play the web version of the game.
For IOS: iOS 6.0 and onwards
For Android: 4.1 and onwards
To play the web you have to create a profile and choose a role that can
be: player, teacher or student, once done this, the game starts under
your role. It can be played by one person, on small groups and also big
groups, it will depend on teacher’s desire.
Through various minigames and with a backdrop of SciFi history,
players will have to overcome the challenges that Elisa faces, which are
5 major tests focused on different aspects of Asperger syndrome, in
which the player will have to understand emotions and decipher
double senses as a person with Asperger would do, define temporary
structures and organize them in a schedule or understand the stimuli
that sometimes bother people with this syndrome.
Grey shadows are those character that cancelled all diversity.
Elisa is the main character that have the chance to save the world.
Naoki, is Elisa’s best friend and helps her by inventing the “aurora
odyssey” that is a sensorial helmet that will allow Elisa to send her
mind to another worlds.
They need to decrypt the”Edda”code, Edda are robots.
After activating the helmet, Elisa’s mind is transferred to a Secondary
school world where she will meet Saga, a teenager with violet hair that
suffer Asperger syndrome and that will help Elisa to guess the code.
The game proposes many and different “challenges” and each one can
take from 5 to 30 minutes to go through. Any teacher we know
finished the game completely as it can take hours to run the whole
experience. The aim is not to necessary play the whole experience but
take the game as a chance to approach to the Asperger syndrome and
learn to put yourself on the other’s shoes.
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Game is available online and gives also the possibility of download it on
the PC and play it off line.

Images or Other
Documents

Other Relevant Links

http://psv.europole.org/

You can download the game on your computer and play offline:
www.elviajedeelisa.es/docs/Windows-finalEVDE.zip
As an App:
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.gametopia.elisa&h
l=es_419
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Tips and Tricks

It works better downloading it on the computer than playing on
line
On the smartphone and/or tablet use headphones for the best
experience.
It can be played in groups to help the discussion about the topic.
Autismo Burgos: www.autismoburgos.es

Source

http://psv.europole.org/
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